A two-state ribosome and protein model can robustly capture the chemical reaction dynamics of gene expression
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Abstract
We derive phenomenological models of gene expression from a mechanistic description of chemical reactions using an automated model reduction method. Using this method, we get analytical descriptions and computational performance guarantees to compare the reduced dynamics with the full models. We develop a new two-state model with the dynamics of the available free ribosomes in the system and the protein concentration. We show that this new two-state model captures the detailed mass-action kinetics of the chemical reaction network under various biologically plausible conditions on model parameters. On comparing the performance of this model with the commonly used mRNA transcript-protein dynamical model for gene expression, we analytically show that the free ribosome and protein model has superior error and robustness performance.

1 Background
For model-based design of biological circuits, we need to develop mathematical models that map the system design specifications to the mechanistic details. Commonly used phenomenological models are based on empirical information and their model parameters describe lumped properties of the system that are effective in explaining the observed experimental data [1–5] but have not been readily used for forward engineering of biological circuits. Towards that end, to explore different design possibilities one needs to carefully justify the validity of the underlying assumptions for each model [6]. This is demonstrated in a simple analysis by Del Vecchio and Murray [7] for an enzymatic reaction system. It is shown that the commonly used Michaelis-Menten [8] kinetics for the enzymatic reaction system fails to capture the true dynamics under different parameter regimes. In this paper, we discuss a particular example of the expression of a single gene, and analytically derive phenomenological models with exactly known mappings to the mechanistic details. We explore the modeling assumptions of time-scale separation [9–11], conservation laws [7, 12, 13] and prove the robustness of various models under different parametric conditions.

For gene expression, a two-state model is commonly used in the literature [1, 2, 14–16] that models the dynamics of the mRNA transcript (T) and the protein concentration (X) as a function of the DNA copy number (G) and regulatory effects:

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} = k_{tx} f_{tx}(G, \cdot) - d_T T \\
\frac{dX}{dt} = k_{tl} f_{tl}(T) - d_X X,
\]

where \( k_{tx} \) is defined as the transcription rate and \( k_{tl} \) is the translation rate. Similarly, \( d_T \) and \( d_X \) are the degradation and dilution parameters for the transcript and the protein respectively. The function \( f_{tx}(\cdot) \) is usually a Hill function dependent on the mechanism of transcription-factor activation or repression. For constitutive expression, this is assumed to be a constant function of the DNA copy number, \( f_{tx}(G) = k G \). Similarly, \( f_{tl}(\cdot) \) could be a constant or a Hill function dependent on the transcriptional regulation mechanism [7]. Clearly, the parameters in this model and any parameters in the Hill functions all have empirical meanings but an analytical relationship with the mechanistic reaction rates is usually obscured [17]. Moreover, a closer analysis would show that such phenomenological models are only valid under certain assumptions and parameter regimes. In this paper, we use an automated model reduction approach [18] to develop reduced-order models for the gene expression example. We give an analytical characterization of the lumped parameters to the mechanistic details along with a clear description of various underlying assumptions and performance guarantees. Our main result shows that for gene expression a new two-state model of the free ribosomes and protein dynamics can capture the detailed chemical reaction network dynamics under a wide range of parameter values.
2 Mathematical models of gene expression

2.1 The full CRN model

The full chemical reaction network (CRN) model for the expression of protein \(X\) from a single gene \(G\) is described in Table 1. In this CRN, the gene \(G\) is transcribed by RNA polymerase \((P)\) to an mRNA transcript \(T\) via a complex \((C_1)\) formation reaction. Then, the transcript \(T\) binds to the ribosome \(R\) to form the second complex \((C_2)\), that then translates to express the protein \(X\). Under the assumption of mass-action kinetics for all reactions, the ordinary differential equation (ODE) model can be derived as shown on the right in Table 1. We refer to this as the full CRN model for the rest of this paper.

2.2 Reduced-order modeling

Model reduction [18, 20–22] is a widely used tool in engineering design and analysis. Abstracting away the details of a system model to focus on modeling the properties of interest and its interactions is an important insight that is commonly used in control systems’ design. Reduced models are also useful to specify the desired objectives or the performance specifications of a system. To meet these objectives, the designer needs to map these reduced models to the level of system design and also mathematically characterize this mapping in order to analyze the system performance [17, 23]. Towards that end, it is important to explore the modeling assumptions of time-scale separation [9–11] and conservation laws [7, 12, 13] that are most commonly used in deriving reduced-order models for biological systems. We study this using an example of gene expression. We analyze the robustness of various gene expression models under different parametric conditions. Using this analysis, we propose a forward design approach to guide the design of synthetic biological circuits.

To obtain all reduced model expressions we developed an automated model reduction software [24], AutoReduce. This software can solve for conservation laws to derive reduced order models symbolically. More importantly, we can automatically obtain all possible reduced models under time-scale separation assumptions. Time-scale separation is one of the most commonly used assumptions in biological systems where a set of species reaches steady-state quickly and so the dynamics of the slow set of species can be approximated by assuming the fast species at quasi-steady state (QSS). However, it is important to perform this dynamics reduction carefully as the reduced models may or may not capture the full-order model dynamics under different parameter regimes.

For the gene expression chemical reaction network, the first step is to solve for the conserved quantities in the model. We assume that the total RNA polymerase in the system and the total ribosomes remain conserved. From Table 1 observe that

\[
\frac{dP}{dt} + \frac{dC_1}{dt} = 0, \quad \frac{dR}{dt} + \frac{dC_2}{dt} = 0.
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRN</th>
<th>ODE model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G + P \xrightarrow{k_{up}} C_1)</td>
<td>(\frac{dP}{dt} = (k_{up} + k_{tx}) C_1 - k_{bp}GP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_1 \xrightarrow{k_{tx}} G + P + T)</td>
<td>(\frac{dC_1}{dt} = k_{tp}GP - (k_{up} + k_{tx}) C_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T + R \xrightarrow{k_{ur}} C_2)</td>
<td>(\frac{dC_2}{dt} = k_{tx}C_1 + (k_{ur} + k_{tl}) C_2 - k_{br}TR - d_T T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_2 \xrightarrow{k_{tl}} T + R + X)</td>
<td>(\frac{dR}{dt} = (k_{ur} + k_{tl}) C_2 - k_{br}TR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T \xrightarrow{d_T} \emptyset)</td>
<td>(\frac{dC_2}{dt} = k_{br}TR - (k_{ur} + k_{tl}) C_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X \xrightarrow{d_X} \emptyset)</td>
<td>(\frac{dX}{dt} = k_{tl}C_2 - d_X X)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Full CRN and the corresponding ODE model assuming mass-action kinetics obtained using a CRN compiler software [19].
Hence, for constants $P_{\text{tot}}$ and $R_{\text{tot}}$, we have that $P_{\text{tot}} = P + C_1$ and $R_{\text{tot}} = R + C_2$. These conservation laws can be used to eliminate $C_1$ and $C_2$. Using \textit{AutoReduce}, we obtained the following reduced-order model under conservation laws,

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{dP}{dt} &= (k_{tx} + k_{up})(P_{\text{tot}} - P) - k_{bp}GP, \\
\frac{dT}{dt} &= k_{tx}(P_{\text{tot}} - P) + (k_{tl} + k_{ur})(R_{\text{tot}} - R) - k_{br}RT - d_T T, \\
\frac{dR}{dt} &= (k_{tl} + k_{ur})(R_{\text{tot}} - R) - k_{br}RT, \\
\frac{dX}{dt} &= k_{tl}(R_{\text{tot}} - R) - d_X X.
\end{align*}$$

(1)

Next, we obtain various reduced models under different time-scale separation assumptions. We can analytically derive these reduced models using \textit{AutoReduce} and explore their validity and performance guarantees. We denote all reduced-order model variables with a hat to differentiate the corresponding variable in the full model, for example, in a reduced model the protein species will be represented as $\hat{X}$ and the corresponding species in the full model is denoted by $X$. All variables denote the concentrations for each species and parameters take appropriate units. Furthermore, we define the following lumped parameter notations which appear as Hill function activation parameters in the reduced model expressions that we derive next.

$$
\begin{align*}
K_0 &:= \frac{k_{tl} + k_{ur}}{k_{br}}, & K_1 &:= \frac{k_{tx} + k_{up}}{k_{bp}}, & K_d &:= \frac{k_{tl} + k_{ur}}{d_T}.
\end{align*}
$$

(2)

3 Results

3.1 Simple gene expression

We start by presenting various reduced-order models for the simple gene expression chemical reaction network and the corresponding ODE model is given in Table 1.

The mRNA transcript ($\hat{T}$) and protein ($\hat{X}$) model

Under the assumption that the free ribosomes and the RNA polymerase dynamics are at QSS, we obtain the following model with only the mRNA transcript and the protein dynamics as a function of the DNA copy number $G$:

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\hat{T}}{dt} &= k_{tx}P_{\text{tot}} \left( \frac{G}{K_1 + G} \right) - d_T \hat{T}, \\
\frac{d\hat{X}}{dt} &= k_{tl}R_{\text{tot}} \left( \frac{\hat{T}}{K_0 + \hat{T}} \right) - d_X \hat{X}.
\end{align*}
$$

(3)

The free ribosome ($\hat{R}$) and protein ($\hat{X}$) model

Under the assumption that the mRNA transcript and the RNA polymerase dynamics are at QSS, we obtain the following model with only the free ribosome and the protein dynamics:

$$
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\hat{R}}{dt} &= \frac{d_T(R_{\text{tot}} - \hat{R})}{K_0^{-1} \hat{R} + K_d^{-1}} - k_{tx}P_{\text{tot}} \left( \frac{G}{K_1 + G} \right) \left( \frac{\hat{R}}{\hat{R} + \frac{K_0}{K_d}} \right), \\
\frac{d\hat{X}}{dt} &= k_{tl}(R_{\text{tot}} - R) - d_X \hat{X}.
\end{align*}
$$

(4)

Similar to the ribosome-protein and the mRNA transcript-protein models, it is possible to derive the polymerase-protein ($([P, X])$ and the only protein model ($[X]$). The detailed equations for these two models are not presented here for brevity but their performance is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
The available free ribosome ($\hat{R}_\Delta$) and protein ($\hat{X}$) model

We define the available free ribosomes in the gene expression system as $R_\Delta = R_{\text{tot}} - R$. Substituting $\hat{R}$ for $R_{\text{tot}} - \hat{R}_\Delta$, we can derive a new reduced-order model from the $[\hat{R}, \hat{X}]$ model — the $R_\Delta$ model:

$$\frac{d\hat{R}_\Delta}{dt} = k_{tx} P_{\text{tot}} \left( \frac{G}{K_1 + G} \right) \left( \frac{R_{\text{tot}} - \hat{R}_\Delta}{R_{\text{tot}} - \hat{R}_\Delta + K_0^{-1} K_d^{-1}} \right) - \left( \frac{dT}{K_0^{-1} (R_{\text{tot}} - \hat{R}_\Delta) + K_d^{-1}} \right) \hat{R}_\Delta,$$

$$\frac{d\hat{X}}{dt} = k_{Xl} \hat{R}_\Delta - d_X \hat{X}.$$

(5)

This model simplifies the robustness analysis that follows. Note that the $R_\Delta$ model closely resembles the commonly used gene expression model and all of its terms are exactly similar to the mRNA transcript and protein model but scaled by a ribosome count factor.

**Statement 1.** The error between the $R_\Delta$ model and the full CRN model is robust to perturbations in the transcription rate ($k_{tx}$), binding/unbinding of polymerase ($k_{bp}, k_{up}$) and ribosome ($k_{br}, k_{ur}$), and also total resources (both RNA polymerase, $F_{\text{tot}}$ and ribosome, $R_{\text{tot}}$). Only the perturbations in the translation rate ($k_{Xl}$) and the protein degradation ($d_X$) parameters exacerbate the error performance of the $R_\Delta$ model.

**Justification.** To demonstrate robustness of the $R_\Delta$ model, we can look at the sensitivity of the error between the $R_\Delta$ model and the full CRN model to various parameter perturbations. Define the error as $e := X - \hat{X}$, where $X$ and $\hat{X}$ represent the protein concentration in the full CRN model and the $R_\Delta$ model respectively. In the case where the error $e$ between the two models is within acceptable bounds, we additionally desire that this error is not sensitive to any of the parameters. The sensitivity of the error to perturbation in a parameter $\theta$ is given by $S_e = \partial e / \partial \theta$. Hence, this “fragility metric” $S_e$ must be minimized to achieve higher robustness. Analyzing the rate of change of $S_e$ with time for different parameters can justify the statement above.

To analytically derive $\hat{S}_e$, we utilize the results for the sensitivity system equation [18]. In summary, to derive $\hat{S}_e$ for

Figure 1: Performance of the gene expression models under different biological conditions. (A) We observe that for weaker binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter region of the DNA, the time-response of the full CRN model is slower as it takes a longer time to reach steady-state. The mathematical model with only the mRNA transcript and protein dynamics is unable to capture this effect since this binding reaction is assumed to be at quasi-steady state in this model. On the other hand, the $R_\Delta$ model, which describes the dynamics of the free ribosome and the protein is able to capture the effect. (B) With decreasing total RNA polymerase, the time-response of the full model is slower and only the ribosome-protein model is able to account for this effect. (C) With decreasing ribosome binding strength, none of the reduced models perfectly capture the full CRN dynamics, but still, the ribosome-protein model is the closest in error performance to the full model. (D) With a very high amount of total RNA polymerase and the total ribosome count in the system, all models reach steady-state faster. (E) Under strong RNA polymerase binding to the DNA and high transcription rate, we see that all models exhibit good error performance. These can be understood as the ideal conditions under which using a one-state protein dynamics model is also justified. Python code used for this analysis is available publicly on Github [25] and can also be run online using this link.
Figure 2: The figure shows the fragility of different models with respect to all model parameters as computed by the sensitivity of the error in protein concentration between the full model and the reduced models. (A) All reduced models are fragile to the translation parameter $k_{tl}$ and the protein degradation parameter $d_X$, as shown analytically in Statement 1. (B) Other than $k_{tl}$ and $d_X$, the performance of the $R\Delta$ model (model with free ribosome and protein dynamics) is not fragile to any other model parameters, however, other models, in particular the commonly used mRNA transcript and protein dynamical model is not robust to the total ribosome count $R_{tot}$. Python code used for this analysis is available publicly on Github [25].

any parameter $\theta$, we first solve for the Jacobian matrices ($J = df/dx$, $\hat{J} = d\hat{f}/d\hat{x}$) for both the full model, $\dot{x} = f(x, \Theta)$ and the reduced model $\dot{\hat{x}} = \hat{f}(\hat{x}, \Theta)$, where $x, \hat{x}$ represent the model states and $\Theta$ is the set of model parameters. Note that the model output is the protein concentration, given in matrix terms as $y = Cx$ and $\hat{y} = C\hat{x}$ where $C$ and $\hat{C}$ are row matrices such that we have $y = X$ and $\hat{y} = \hat{X}$, the protein concentrations. We also solve for the sensitivity to parameter $Z = df/d\theta$ for both models. Finally, $S_e$ is given by [18],

$$\dot{S}_e = \left( \begin{bmatrix} C & -\hat{C} \end{bmatrix} \left( \begin{bmatrix} J & 0 \\ 0 & \hat{J} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S \\ \hat{S} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} Z \\ \hat{Z} \end{bmatrix} \right) \right),$$

(6)

where $S = dx/d\theta$ and $\hat{S} = d\hat{x}/d\theta$ are the sensitivity coefficients of the full model and the reduced model respectively.

For the parameters $k_{tx}, k_{bp}, k_{up}, k_{ur}, P_{tot}$, and $R_{tot}$, we have the dynamics of fragility metric $S_e$ given by

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \left( R_\Delta - \hat{R}_\Delta \right)}{\partial \theta} - d_X S_e.$$  

(7)

For the protein degradation rate $d_X$, we have

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \left( R_\Delta - \hat{R}_\Delta \right)}{\partial d_X} - e - d_X S_e.$$  

(8)

For the translation rate $k_{tl}$, we have

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \left( R_\Delta - \hat{R}_\Delta \right)}{\partial k_{tl}} + \left( R_\Delta - \hat{R}_\Delta \right) - d_X S_e.$$  

(9)

From equations (7) – (9), we have that for all positive parameter values and stable models, the dynamics of $S_e$ are convergent to a fixed point. More importantly, the fragility metric, $S_e$ directly depends on the translation rate $k_{tl}$ and the protein degradation rate $d_X$, proving the assertion of the statement above. Also, for $k_{tl}$ and $d_X$, we see that an extra term appears in the error sensitivity dynamics implying higher fragility of the $R_\Delta$ model under perturbations to the translation rate and the protein degradation rate.

Figure 1 shows the error performance of the $R_\Delta$ model under various biologically plausible parameter conditions and assumptions. The Euclidean norm of the fragility metric, $S_e$, is plotted in Figure 2 to compare the robustness of the $R_\Delta$ model alongside other models. Similar to the result above, we give the following statement for the transcript and the protein model.
Statement 2. The mathematical model with mRNA transcript and protein dynamics, given in equation (3), captures the full CRN model dynamics only under the assumption of unlimited resources and fast binding reactions. As a result, the error performance of the transcript-protein model is directly dependent on the mRNA-ribosome binding/unbinding parameters and the translation parameter. Hence, unlike the $R_\Delta$ model, this model is not robust to perturbations in $k_{br}$, $k_{ur}$, and $R_{tot}$ in addition to $k_{tl}$ and $d_X$.

Justification. Similar to the proof of Statement 1, we can analyze the dynamics of the sensitivity of the error to parameter perturbations for the mRNA transcript and protein dynamical model.

For the translation rate, that is $\theta = k_{tl}$, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial k_{tl}} - k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0 \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial k_{tl}} + \frac{R_\Delta}{K_0 + \hat{T}} + \frac{k_{tl} R_{tot} \hat{T}}{k_{br} (K_0 + \hat{T})^2} - d_X S_e. \quad (10)$$

For the protein degradation parameter $\theta = d_X$, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial d_X} - k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0 \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial d_X} - e - d_X S_e. \quad (11)$$

For the total ribosome count, $\theta = R_{tot}$, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial R_{tot}} - k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0 \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial R_{tot}} - \frac{k_{tl} \hat{T}}{K_0 + \hat{T}} - d_X S_e. \quad (12)$$

For the ribosome-transcript binding parameter, $\theta = k_{br}$, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial k_{br}} - \frac{k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0}{(K_0 + \hat{T})^2} \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial k_{br}} - \frac{k_{tl} K_0^2 R_{tot} \hat{T}}{(k_{tl} + k_{ur})(K_0 + \hat{T})^2} - d_X S_e. \quad (13)$$

For the ribosome-transcript unbinding parameter, $\theta = k_{ur}$, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial k_{ur}} - \frac{k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0}{(K_0 + \hat{T})^2} \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial k_{ur}} + \frac{k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0 \hat{T}}{(k_{tl} + k_{ur})(K_0 + \hat{T})^2} - d_X S_e. \quad (14)$$

For all other parameters, we have,

$$\dot{S}_e = k_{tl} \frac{\partial \hat{R}_\Delta}{\partial k_{ur}} - \frac{k_{tl} R_{tot} K_0}{(K_0 + \hat{T})^2} \frac{\partial \hat{T}}{\partial k_{ur}} - d_X S_e. \quad (15)$$

From equations (10) – (15), we can conclude that the fragility metric, $S_e$, directly depends on the total ribosome count, $R_{tot}$, the binding/unbinding parameters of the transcript with ribosome, $k_{br}$, $k_{ur}$, the translation rate, $k_{tl}$, and the protein degradation rate, $d_X$. This is in contrast with the results for the $R_\Delta$ model where the fragility only depends on the translation rate and the protein degradation rate. Hence, the $R_\Delta$ model is robust to all other parameters whereas the transcript-protein model is fragile to all of these parameters, proving the statement assertion. Figure 2 numerically shows this result.

3.2 Gene expression with endonuclease mediated mRNA degradation

To investigate the scalability of this approach, we expand on the gene expression example by including enzymatic degradation of the mRNA transcript mediated by endonucleases. Here we have this enzymatic degradation in addition to the basal degradation rate $d_T$. The CRN and the corresponding mass-action ODE model is given in Table 2.

Observe that in this model we have the following conservation law relationships,

$$\frac{dP}{dt} + \frac{dC_1}{dt} = 0, \quad \frac{dR}{dt} + \frac{dC_2}{dt} = 0, \quad \frac{dE}{dt} + \frac{dC_3}{dt} = 0.$$
Hence, for constants $P_{tot}$, $R_{tot}$, and $E_{tot}$, we can write

$$P + C_1 = P_{tot}, \quad R + C_2 = R_{tot}, \quad E + C_3 = E_{tot}. \quad (16)$$

Using these algebraic relationships, we can eliminate the complexes $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$ to obtain a reduced ODE model. Next, we explore various time-scale separation assumptions that may be used to get further reduced models and discuss their performance and robustness with respect to the model parameters.

The mRNA transcript and protein dynamical model. Assuming that the dynamics of all species in the model other than the mRNA transcript $T$ and the protein $X$ are at quasi-steady state, we get the following model. Observe that a new CRN ODE model

\[
\begin{align*}
G + P \xrightarrow{k_{up}} C_1 & \quad \frac{dP}{dt} = (k_{up} + k_{tx}) C_1 - k_{bp} GP \\
C_1 \xrightarrow{k_{tx}} G + P + T & \quad \frac{dC_1}{dt} = k_{bp} GP - (k_{up} + k_{tx}) C_1 \\
T + R \xrightarrow{k_{ur}} C_2 & \quad \frac{dR}{dt} = k_{tx} C_1 + (k_{ur} + k_{ur}) C_2 \\
& \quad -k_{br} TR + k_{ur} C_3 - k_{be} TE - d_T T \\
C_2 \xrightarrow{k_{ti}} T + R + X & \quad \frac{dC_2}{dt} = (k_{ur} + k_{ti}) C_2 - k_{br} TR \\
T + E \xrightarrow{k_{ue}} C_3 & \quad \frac{dC_3}{dt} = k_{br} TR - (k_{ur} + k_{ti}) C_2 \\
C_3 \xrightarrow{d_E} E & \quad \frac{dE}{dt} = (k_{ue} + d_E) C_3 - k_{be} TE \\
X \xrightarrow{d_X} & \quad \frac{dX}{dt} = k_{ti} C_2 - d_X X
\end{align*}
\]

Table 2: Full CRN model for gene expression with endonuclease mediated mRNA degradation

Figure 3: Performance of the gene expression with endonuclease mediated mRNA degradation models under different biological conditions. (A) Similar to Figure 1, we observe that for weaker binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter region of the DNA implies a slower time-response which is only captured perfectly by the free ribosome model that also models the endonuclease dynamics. The mathematical model with only the mRNA transcript and protein dynamics is unable to capture this effect since this binding reaction is assumed to be at quasi-steady state in this model, but it is the only two-state model for this system with a satisfactory steady-state performance. (B) We observe a similar effect with decreasing total RNA polymerase in the system. (C) With decreasing ribosome binding strength, none of the reduced models perfectly capture the full CRN dynamics, but still, the ribosome-protein model with endonuclease dynamics is the closest in error performance to the full model. (D) With a very high amount of cellular resources, all models reach steady-state faster. (E) Under weak endonuclease binding, we observe that only the model that explicitly models the endonuclease dynamics gives good performance. Python code used for this analysis is available publicly on Github [25].
degradation Hill function term appears in the dynamics of the mRNA transcript that is dependent on the endonuclease binding parameters.

\[
\frac{d\hat{T}}{dt} = k_{tx} P_{tot} G \frac{G}{K_1 + G} - d_E E_{tot} \frac{\hat{T}}{K_2 + \hat{T}} - d_T \hat{T}
\]

\[
\frac{d\hat{X}}{dt} = k_{tl} R_{tot} \frac{\hat{T}}{K_0 + \hat{T}} - d_X \hat{X}
\]

(17)

where \(K_2\) is a new lumped parameter that is the Hill activation parameter for the endonuclease binding, \(K_2 = \frac{d_E + k_{ue}}{k_{be}}\).

Modeling the dynamics of available free ribosomes. As before, we define the available free ribosomes in the system as \(R_\Delta = R_{tot} - R\). Using this definition and assuming that the dynamics of all species in the model other than the free ribosomes, the mRNA transcript, and the protein are at quasi-steady state, we get the following model:

\[
\frac{d\hat{T}}{dt} = k_{tx} P_{tot} G \frac{G}{K_1 + G} + (k_{tl} + k_{ur}) R_\Delta - d_E E_{tot} \frac{\hat{T}}{K_2 + \hat{T}} - k_{br} (R_{tot} - \hat{R}_\Delta) \hat{T} - d_T \hat{T}
\]

\[
\frac{d\hat{R}_\Delta}{dt} = k_{br} (R_{tot} - \hat{R}_\Delta) \hat{T} - (k_{tl} + k_{ur}) \hat{R}_\Delta
\]

\[
\frac{d\hat{X}}{dt} = k_{tl} \hat{R}_\Delta - d_X \hat{X}
\]

(18)

Note that the model with only \(R_\Delta\) and the protein \(X\) dynamics does not work in this case where the enzymatic degradation reactions for the mRNA transcript are significant for the overall dynamics. So, either \(T\) or \(E\) is necessary in the ribosome-protein model to get satisfactory performance. As a result, we can also obtain a reduced model with \(\hat{R} \hat{E} \hat{X}\) as the states. The performance of all of the possible reduced models is shown in Figure 3.

Although a similar robustness analysis as shown in Statements 1 and 2 can be done for this system dynamics it would be easier to numerically compute the fragility metric \(S_e\) for all reduced models. The heatmap of the Euclidean norm of this metric is shown in Figure 4. To exactly compute this metric, all sensitivity coefficients for all reduced models and the full model would have to be computed. This would be computationally inefficient for a higher number of states in the models. So, we use an upper bound to \(S_e\) derived in [18] to compute the fragility metric. The AutoReduce software can be used to compute the model equations and these metrics and so a future line of work would be to extend this approach to a realistic circuit design with multiple gene expression components.
4 Discussion

The exploration of design space by changing experimentally tunable parameters in the models as shown in Figure 1 is an important step towards using mathematical models for biological circuit design. There are two main advantages to this approach:

4.1 Circuit design

For any complex biological circuit, a single gene expression would usually form a small part of the design. Hence, interpreting the key states and parameters involved in tuning its dynamics is important for the modular design of the complete circuit. This task becomes increasingly hard if full CRN descriptions were used for each module instead. So, reduced-order models for each module with a known mapping to the full dynamics could assist in a model-based design approach. Towards that end, a future line of work could be to develop a pipeline that is compatible with the CRN compiler software called BioCRNpyler [19] so that we can obtain reduced models for CRNs of different modules in a circuit. A potential application of this approach to circuit design is discussed in Figure 5.

4.2 System analysis and parameter inference

Empirical reduced-order models using Hill functions are already commonplace in the literature for parameter identification of biological circuits. However, as discussed through the example of gene expression, models are only valid as long as the underlying assumptions are biologically valid. Hence, it is important to use the correct reduced-order model for parameter inference and system analysis. The automated model reduction method discussed in this paper is a step towards that goal as it provides a mapping of the reduced models with the full model as well as performance guarantees to verify if a reduced model is valid under certain assumptions or not.

In our model reduction approach, all lumped parameter relationships are known. Due to parameter lumping, the reduced models have fewer number of parameters, improving the parameter identifiability of the system given measurement data [26].
Moreover, the non-identifiable manifolds are analytically known as well. Hence, reduced models with known mapping to the full models are helpful in the parameter inference problem, especially for synthetic biological systems where only a few measurements are available.

An interesting future direction would be to extend the results in this paper for expression of multiple genes together to explore retroactivity [27] and its effects on various phenomenological models used for design of such systems. This study would be a step in building towards a modular design framework [28] that considers the design of multiple modules together with their context-dependence. Representing such huge models in phenomenological terms is a challenging task with the current model reduction approach. Hence, derivation of reduced models by introducing defined coordinate transformations for states and parameters might be worth investigating as well.
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